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Just Listed!

We are pleased to present 16 Hassall Way, Glenmore Park brought to you by award winning agent Peter DiamantidisStep

into this exquisite home, a testament to the artistry of modern family living. From the carefully curated design elements to

the thoughtful incorporation of every amenity, this residence embodies a commitment to both style and comfort. Nestled

within the ideal surroundings of Mulgoa Rise, its location offers not just a home, but a sanctuary-a place where luxury and

convenience converge seamlessly.Positioned in close proximity to the Mulgoa Rise park, this property presents

captivating views and an atmosphere of tranquility. Imagine waking up to the sight of lush greenery and the soothing

sounds of nature right outside your window. Moreover, the convenience of having the new Glenmore Village just a

leisurely stroll away adds another layer of appeal. Here, you'll find an array of shopping boutiques, gourmet dining options,

and vibrant entertainment venues, all within easy reach. Whether it's a leisurely afternoon spent exploring charming local

shops or a delightful evening dining al fresco with loved ones, the possibilities for enjoyment are endless.Highlighted

Features:• Seamless Open Plan Living: Upon entry, a spacious and functional hallway guides you effortlessly through

various living spaces. The expansive family room seamlessly merges with an open-plan design, creating a versatile and

welcoming environment for everyday living.• Masterful Retreat: The main bedroom features a walk-in robe and ensuite,

offering a secluded haven within the home.• Four Generous Bedrooms are equipped with built-in robes and fans, ensuring

ample storage and comfort for the entire family.• Opulent Kitchen: Indulge in the open plan kitchen, complete with

modern amenities including a dishwasher.• Spacious Main Bathroom: Relax in the generously sized main bathroom, which

includes a freestanding bathtub and open shower.• Double Garage: Enjoy the convenience and security of internal and

side access to the double garage.• School catchment for Nangamay Primary School, ensuring access to quality education

for your family + only 400 metres to the new Glenmore Villiage shopping centreThis residence epitomizes modern living,

offering a harmonious blend of comfort, sophistication, and practicality. Seize the opportunity to transform this house into

your home. For further information, please contact Peter Diamantidis 0404 051 702 or Ray Jankovic 0438 535 945.

Disclaimer: The above information has been gathered from sources that we believe are reliable. However, we cannot

guarantee the accuracy of this information, and nor do we accept responsibility for its accuracy. Any interested parties

should rely on their own enquiries and judgment to determine the accuracy of this information for their own purposes.

Images are for illustrative and design purposes only and do not represent the final product or finishes."


